
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 2 - Pretty Pink Ponies

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally      |        Watch The Rescue Here: https://youtu.be/Wd2EHa3LXUw

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 3.4

Great communication with EMS   |   Good plan   |   Vague tree assessment.  No site assessment.  Work zone cones 
already set up. Good 911 call.  Little plan communicated.   |   Good detailed description to EMS. Not much of the plan was 
communicated, but hazards were addressed.   |   Good communication of the situation to the team and 911 call!   |   

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

4.4

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 4.0 Great ascent, just took some time setting up. Really liked that he stopped on his way up to assess the casualty   |   

Access was pretty nice considering how high the casualty was   |   Smooth, efficient ascent.  Some comms.   |   Nice job 
of identifying the possibility for needing BSI, also the mask for COVID-19.   |   good ascent and continued assessment of 
the situation   |   

Continued inspection and 
assessment 3.6

Identification of hazards 3.4 Did everything necessary to keep them safe. Ground crew communicated when the climber was above the casualty   |   
No other hazards addressed   |   Unsecure friction saver mentioned.  No mention of chainsaw until rescuer in the tree.  
Chainsaw secured, but left hanging overhead.   |   Identified the hazard of the chain saw, but wasted time lowering it.   |   
good identification and control of the chainsaw hazard   |   

Method and execution of 
mitigation 3.6

Assessment of casualty 
situation 3.4

Care very well for the patient. It was a bit slow, but lots of care was directed to the casualty and the injury   |   Nice job 
packaging the casualty   |   Cursory casualty assessment.  Long pause with little to no comms from rescuer.  Makeshift 
chest harness using casualty's lanyard, somewhat effective to keep her upright.  Careful movements near casualty.        |  
Assessment seemed a bit quick, not sure of qualifications of rescuer. Not much attention paid to controlling the descent.   
|   no assessment of the victim prior to moving them and patient was moved around with what seemed like little regard 
for their comfort   |   

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 3.2

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
3.4

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

3.8

Great plan, just took a while to set up   |   nice descent with casualty   |   Smooth, gentle lift.  Smooth descent.  Some 
support from chest harness.   |   Took quite a while to get set up, could have tried to upright the injured sooner.   |   Liked 
the use of the lanyard to secure the victim but no need to remove the victim prior to the arrival of ems   |   

Quality of transport for the 
casualty 4.0

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

3.6
Not much said to ems cause they didn’t get there. Placed in a comfortable position but no real attention was given to 
suspension trauma, especially cause she was hanging there a long time   |   Landing was stellar   |   Laid flat, no support.  
Clean site.  No EMS on site.   |   Good communication with EMS.   |   didnt see any transition of the victim to ems and 
patient was landed without regard for the injury   |   

Care of site, scene, and 
equipment 4.2

Transition of care to EMS 3.0

Communicating the plan 3.6
Great communication   |   The planning was continual as the rescue progressed   |   Light comms throughout.  Hazards 
and mitigation not communicated with team.  Little comms regarding state of casualty.   |   Good communication with 
EMS, more discussion on the hazards and plan within the team would have been better.   |   Great communication as a 
team but no communication with EMS on scene   |   

Communicating the 
hazards 3.4

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 3.6

Reaction 3.8

Great rescue! Felt real   |   Very nice work   |   Decent role play.  No EMS on site.  Little comms from rescuer.   |   Hard to 
make it seem real, but they did a good job.   |   overall good rescue and it seemed very real!   |   Planning 3.8

Overall Realism 3.6
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